Stable hybridoma cultivation in a pilot-scale acoustic perfusion system: long-term process performance and effect of recirculation rate.
Perfusion systems have the possibility to be operated continuously for several months. It is important that the performance of the cell retention device does not limit the operation time of a perfusion process used in the production of active pharmaceutical ingredients. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the reliability and long-term stability of an acoustic perfusion process using the 200 L/d BioSep. As the BioSep is an external device, it is possible that dependent on the recirculation rate nutrient gradients occur in the external loop, which could affect the cell metabolism. Therefore, the effect of possible nutrient gradients on cell metabolism, viability and productivity was studied by varying the recirculation rate. In this study, it is shown that a perfusion process using a pilot-scale acoustic cell-retention device (200 L/d) is reliable and simple to operate, resulting in a stable 75-day cultivation of a hybridoma cell line producing a monoclonal antibody. The recirculation rate had a significant effect on the oxygen concentration in the external loop, with oxygen being depleted within the cell-retention device at recirculation rates below 6 m3/m(reactor)3.d (=600 L/d). The oxygen depletion at low circulation rates correlated with a slightly increased lactate production rate. For all other parameters no effect of the recirculation rate was observed, including cell death measured through the release of lactate dehydrogenase and specific productivity. A maximum specific productivity of 12 pg/cell.d was reached.